
freedom
and
beauty
have
a�shape



TARTA®�IS�STRONG
AND�FLEXIBLE.
BY�YOUR�SIDE
GIVING�YOU�FREEDOM.
IT�SAVES�YOUR�BACK.
JUST�LIKE
A�REAL�FRIEND.

We were looking for a new idea. We were looking for freedom. We found Tarta®. 
An ergonomic back rest, created with the experience of posture professionals 
with an eye for design and avant-gard materials. Each and every day, we disco-
ver the endless possibilities of Tarta®. For those working in different sectors who 
share the need to sit for a prolonged period of time, Tarta® offers the best solu-
tion in terms of adaptability. Conceived in a modular mode, with few, simple and 
sturdy components, Tarta® back-rests address many needs, from its aesthetic 
design, adaptability, to the needs of disabled individuals. Everyone can benefit 
from this innovative solution, now find yours!

It is possible to adjust the inclination of every vertebra with an excursion of 10º, 
adapting it, for instance, to different degrees of scoliosis. The inclination of 
every single stave also can be adjusted. The staves being made of aluminum, 
can be curved at millimetric level for a perfect fit.



Genny has revolutionized motion on two wheels 
and has chosen Tarta® to complete
its vehicles with high-performance accessories 
with a stylish yet sturdy look. 

Adding�ideas
on�ideas



TARTA®�HAS�INFINITE
APPLICATIONS�THANKS
TO�ITS�DESIGN�AND
TECHNICAL�MATERIALS.
FEEL�FREE�TO�FIND
THE�BEST�ONE�FOR�YOU

One of the first characteristics of Tarta® that will draw your attention is its vast array of 
solutions and adaptability to suit all your needs. Together with the desired number of verte-
brae, other staves of different shape and measure can be applied. On every vertebra, its 
possible to choose different types of padding. So you can construct your Tarta® according 
to your own individual needs!

All of Tarta® materials have been studied and perfected to reach their maximum potential. 
The harmonic steel used at the core of the vertebrae enables it to retain a ‘memory’ of the 
original position if subjected to deformation, giving Tarta® flexibility and strength. The 
more flexible upper part allows for the natural movements of the body, whilst always being 
able to control the posture. The lower vertebrae, if blocked, offers a valid lumbar support. 
The padding is fixed to the structure through velcro, so that it can be easily adjusted. The 
upholstering fabric makes it breathable, giving you total comfort.

We have been awarded a Special Mention in the 
Accessibility Section from the Province of Milan
for our contribution to the improvement of posture 
for the disabled.

THE�WT�AWARD�2011
IN�MILAN

Easy to mount directly on the back-rest
of a wheel chair or pram to find 
the ideal position.

ABOVE�AND�BEYOND
Disability

On a couch, when relaxing its possible to gain
relief whether you’re watching TV or reading
a good book.

EXTRA�COMFORT
EVERYWHERE

There are many places where we sit, often for a 
very long time. With Tarta® you will always be able 
to maintain the correct posture wherever you sit.

RELAXING�IS
A�QUESTION�OF�STYLE

There are many sports where a Tarta® seat can
make the difference. We’re testing different solutions
to provide our support to the best performance.

CHAMPIONS
CHOOSE�THE�BEST

Harmonic steel
to memorize

the original position All the single
parts are easily
adjustable for
maximum

adaptability

Different types
of staves to create
the perfect level
of comfort



For those who work or study, Tarta® is the ideal 
solution. From the work desk to the board room
to the waiting room.

HI-TECH�LOOK
FOR�YOUR�OFFICE



TARTA®�EXPRESS
THE�INNOVATIVE
ITALIAN�STYLE
WITH�A�SYSTEM
OF�COMFORTABLE
BACK�SEATS

We have already operated in cooperation with various companies requiring 
specific solutions for their items. Some have wanted a certain material, others 
wanted to change the color, and with others, we have even worked together on 
creating a particular design to suit their ideas. So, no problem to continue our 
research with you for any possible customization needs.

ARE�YOU�A�COMPANY
THAT�NEEDS�TO�CUSTOMIZE
THEIR�SOLUTION?�WE’RE�HERE!

6�vertebraE

5�vertebraE

4�vertebraE

Standard

size:�s�-�m�-�l�-�xl

contour

The Tarta® back-rests reflect a wholly Italian expression of imagination, research and leading 
design. The advanced types of materials used are given an aesthetically beautiful shape, creating a 
product that improves and enhances any application. There are many uses for the back-rests, and 
because we are all different, Tarta® offers a wide range of solutions designed to adapt to all of your 
needs and situations. 

Just as with clothing garments, we have created four sizes: S, M, L, XL. In addition to the sizing, there 
is a choice between having a “Standard” model with semi-embracing slats, giving you a pleasant 
and comfortable rest; or the “Contour” model inspired by the shaping of racing car seats, offering 
lateral support thanks to the different lengths and curvature of the slats. Now you can truly find the 
right solution to fulfill all of your needs.



r e s h a p e s  l i f e
Tarta®. Reshapes life

via Cotonificio, 56
33037 Pasian di Prato
Udine - Italy
T +39 0432 410 089
F +39 0432 722 583

www.tartadesign.it
info@tartadesign.it


